Pharmacology 2020 iPosters

What are iPosters?

iPosters are dynamic, online interactive, multimedia research presentations that can be displayed on any internet-connected device.

How do I create an iPoster?

Once your abstract has been accepted a member of the British Pharmacological Society will send you a link to the iPoster platform. After this, you can log in to the online editor platform and create your iPoster from any Internet-connected computer. You can include high resolution images, high definition videos, sound files, links to external websites, and slide shows. You can add as much text and media content as you need to present your research with the detail it deserves including narration.

How do delegates access my iPoster?

All registered delegates will have access to the iPoster platform where they can browse through all of the iPosters for the duration of the event. Delegates will be able to filter the iPosters by keywords; affinity groups and authors who are available on the live chat.

Can delegates contact me for more information?

There will be a "Contact Author" button at the bottom of each iPoster. Each author will be allocated a set time to be available to respond to the live chat function. When you are not online delegates can fill in a request for more information or, perhaps, a meeting to discuss your research.

How will my iPoster be reviewed for a prize?

If you have been short listed for a poster prize a reviewer may contact you during your allocated live chat time. The prize reviewers will be reviewing all iPosters online. Prize winners will be announced at the end of Pharmacology 2020.

Can I share my iPoster with others?

You will find a Share button on your editing template when you log in.

What’s next?

Once the British Pharmacological Society meetings committee chooses those who will be presenting an iPoster, you will receive an email invitation containing your personal login credentials and detailed instructions on how to create your iPoster submission.

When you log in for the first time, you will find links to instructions, Tutorials, FAQs, and the iPoster Support Desk. You can always log in from any internet-connected computer, anywhere, using your username and password.
Examples of iPosters